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CMN defends CD against
criticism.
(page 13)
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"This (paper] is not to be tossed
lightly aside, but to be hurled
with great force."
—Dorothy Parker

A Publication of the Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound

Volume 17, Issue 26

CMN CD creates uproar

By Craig Hollow &
Rebecca Page
Assistant News Editor &
News Editor
Responding to concerns about
the cover of the new ASUPSfunded CD, on 19 April, the
Campus Music Network removed controversial cover art,
but decided to keep the original
title, "Sloppy Seconds."
The protest vehicle, a letter
written by Jennifer Bohn and
signed by thirty other students,
first gained notoriety at a speech
given by Dr. Jean Kilbourne on
the topic of sexism in advertisin2 At the speech. Melinda
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Riddle announced that the letter had been submitted to The
Trail. Riddle encouraged any
interested students to sign the
letter.
"Both sexes should be offended" by the cover art, said
Bohn in the letter (see page 13).
She criticized both the title and
the cover art for their stereotypical and deragatory references to women.
"I'm initially disgusted with
the allusion to women as objects used by men solely for
sexual gratification," wrote
Bohn. The letter also mentions
the cartoon's portrayal of obesity as unattractive

Shortly after Kilbourne's
speech and the announcement
of the letter, Brian Best, director of CMN, found himself barraged with calls from ASUPS
officials and upset students. Due
to the pressure, Best decided to
pull the cover.
"Basically, the picture is derogatory towards women," Best
said. "The lecture sparked
something and we're trying to
deal with it."
At a CMN meeting Tuesday
night, Best announced the decision to representatives of the
bands.
see

CMN
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Advertisements: How we
see a distorted reality
By Rebecca Page
News Editor
Approximately 200 members of the campus community crowded into the chapel
on April 18 to hear Dr. Jean
Kilbourne discuss modern
print advertising and the negative issue it portrays.
"Advertising is one of the
most powerful educational
sources in our society,"
Kilbourne said. "The effects
of advertising are inescapable."
According to her figures, ad-

vertising is a $145-billion-ayear business and Americans
are exposed to approximately
1,500 different advertisements each day.
The problem with these advertisements, according to
Kilbourne, is that the images
sell, not only, products, but
also images, values, love,
sexuality and normalcy.
"They tell us who we are
and who we should be,"
Kilboume said. She listed several of the ways the images
see
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Flawlian culture dances into Puget Sound

AL OliA!----Puget Sound students perform the "A Kai 0 Hale Kailua," a traditional Hawaiian men's dance. Last Sat., April 23, Hui 'o* Hawaii club presented the annual
luau for Parents' Weekend. Hundreds of students and family members attended the festivities including the luau feast and the formal dance performance .

Trying to tie greens together Potts accepts administrative position
By Ric Cantrell
Staff Green Writer
On Thurs., April 21, nearly
one hundred interested citizens
gathered at the University of
Puget Sound for a community
forum on "Creating an Equitable Economy in a Sustainable
Environment."
Featured speakers were Kenneth Dolbeare, Ph.D., of the
Evergreen State University;
Gerald Piel, former editor
and publisher of the Scientific
American ; Dr. Richard
Robinson of Puget Sound; and
Dr. Rachel Nugent, an economist from Pacific Lutheran
University.
As it turned out, the day's
discussion was not about the
environment at all but a dialogue advocating social revolution and the use of concern
about the environment to further political agendas.
Most of the speakers and a

good part of the audience were
generally critical of the capitalist system which allows a small
percentage of the population to
amass wealth while keeping the
vast majority in comparative
poverty. Dr. Dolbeare asserted
that a restructuring of society
around an "equity of opportunity" is much needed.
Dr. Robinson said the future
political and economic system
will be neither communist nor
capitalist but will depend on
The ability to enhance productivity in a manner fulfilling
to producers
The ability to distribute
goods and services that lead to
achieving a tolerable equity and
leaves all members of society
able to consume, and,
-The ability to achieve both
of these in an environmentally
sustainable way.
He said society must begin to
see

GREENS
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0Compiled from press release
In mid-July, Dr. David B. Potts will take over as
the chief academic officer for Puget Sound. Potts
served as dean at Gettysburg College in Pennsylvania from 1979 to 1986 and then moved to Wesleyan
University in Connecticut for an extended scholarly
residence.
In 1960, Potts graduated with his B.A. in American Studies from Wesleyan with honors including
election to Phi Beta Kappa. He earned both his M.A.
and Ph.D. from Harvard in 1961 and 1967, respectively. Potts then went on to teach history for 12
years at Union College in New York and served as
the associate dean of the faculty from 1976 to 1978.
Dean Tom Davis, who has been academic dean for
twenty-one years, will step down and teach mathematics before retiring in two years.
Over 230 individuals submitted applications for
the position. Potts was one of the second set of
finalists selected to visit campus and conduct indepth interviews.
Editor's Note:
Due to the sudden retraction of last week's issue. much of the text in this paper is reprinted
(and some articles are additionally edited) for your viewing pleasure.
— The Trail
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Plans for Music building finalized
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❑By Steven MacLeod
Staff Writer

The Fieldhouse renovation
project is only part of a larger
plan, currently being implemented, that includes the expansion and renovation of the
Music Building. The floor plan
for this project was recently
completed.
Over the summer, construction will add onto the north side
of the building, greatly increasing the size of the Jacobsen
recital hall in both audience and
rehearsal space.
This will use $2.7 million of
the approximately $7.1-million
budget set aside for the
Fieldhouse/Music Building
Plan. Another $800 thousand
will be allocated for the thorough renovation of the Inside
Theatre.
This project was an economical alternative to the original
$13 million music structure
which was proposed by the
Committee for the Nineties to
be built near the baseball field
area.

Students believe this was a
"The desire to have a new
auditorium and more rehearsal good decision, especially in
space was identified as a prior- light of the present restrictions.
ity in 1988," said Financial Vice "Our orchestra hall that we
President, Ray Bell. "That have here is tiny," said music
building was to solve the desire major Kevin Stuart, "We can't
fit the orchestra on the stage.
We need a bigger stage, basically."
"There is limited
"There is limited space, so
space, so music stu- music students spread out all
campus wherever they
dents spread out all over
fit," said Finnley MacDonald,
over campus wher- student representative to the
Trustee Building and Grounds
ever they fit."
Committee.
One concern that arose is the
—Finnley
number of trees and bushes
MacDonald
enclosed in the dig site. Most
of these will be replanted elsewhere, but there are a couple
for more performance space and of larger trees that must be cut
better performance space." down.
Bell said this is necessary
"If we wanted to, we could
have borrowed the money," Bell and that annually more trees
said. "But we would have had are planted than removed.
Ground-breaking for the
to increase tuition to support
that $13 million. We've never Music Building project will
been enthused about borrow- begin the day after commenceing that type of money, particu- ment, but will probably not be
larly when that would increase finished until the end of the
1994 fall term.
tuition to pay the debts off."

HOTO POLL

"What do you think of CMN's choice
for their album cover?"

"I think that it was
wrong for the director to change the
cover simply because one group of
people did not like
it."
—Thomas Ortega II

ADS from page

1
distort reality:
men outnumber women, two
to one
women are all young and
beautiful
everyone is heterosexual
everyone is white
no one seems to be disabled
everyone is part of a nuclear
family.
Kilbourne said one of her
goals of the evening was to discuss "what it means to be surrounded, the way we are, by
these images."
The effects of such distortions on both men and women,
according to Kilbourne, are
negative. Depicting "ideal" female beauty makes women feel
that acceptance depends upon
having a flawless appearance.
Kilbourne showed samples of
several ad-lines that develop

feelings of inadequacy about
physical appearance by belittling women.
She cited advertisements including the "Make the most of
what you've got" campaign
used by Dep hair products and
the Norforms feminine hygiene
advertisements in a T.V. Guide
that read: "Feminine odor is
everyone's problem."
Kilbourne said that statements like these communicate
loathing, contempt and disgust
for female bodies. Such messages have contributed to rising levels of eating disorders
among young women and has
"pitted [women] against each
other in this crazy beauty contest."
Further, the images and situations make men feel bad about
women and about elements of

themselves that are characterized as feminine.
Kilbourne also addressed the
common use of parts of the female body rather than a complete body and she said this
encourages objectification of
women. She said turning a human into an object is the first
step in being able to abuse that
person.
Finally, Kilbourne encouraged students to keep themselves and others aware of these

"I was not offended at all—this is
college, not high school—be creative,
open your mind."
—Shauli Beach & Robyn Jantz

issues through Women's Studies classes, support of the campus Women's House and by
reopening a Women's Center
on campus.
"We need to interrupt sexism
and racism whenever we encounter them in our lives,"
Kilbourne said. "To be silent is
to be part of the problem"

"I saw it and I
wanted to puke!"
—Kari Baggeroer

the days of
0for
PEN FORUMS & CAMPUS EVENTS
April 22-May 5
The economics department presents "The Neoclassical Dream: Harold Hotelling, A Case

Perry Klass, medical doctor & novelist will read aloud from her fiction & essays in the
McCormick room at 4:00 p.m. on Tues., May 3.

CRIMES ON CAMPUS
20 April through 27 April 1994
20 April, 10:55 a.m.

A staff member reported her book bag was stolen from an office in
Jones Hall. The office was left unattended and unsecured.

20 April, 4:50 p.m.

A student reported an expensive part was stolen from his bicycle
while it was locked in the Todd Hall bike room.

20 April, 11:10 p.m.

A student reported the theft of her bicycle from the North side of
the Fieldhouse. Although the bicycle was locked with a U-bolt type
lock, the student was not sure how secure the lock was to the rack.

21 April, 8:29 p.m.

Security contacted members of a fraternity after receiving a
complaint from a student who believed he was being shot at with a
BB gun. The fraternity members, who had a BB pistol on their
possession, denied attempting to shoot anyone.

23 April, 4:37 a.m.

Security and Tacoma Police contacted two non-students who were
discovered on the roof of a university building. The individuals were
taken home by Tacoma Police.

**We are approaching a busy time of the year when most people have a lot on their minds. Please
be mindful of your personal property. Do not leave valuables unattended in your vehicle. Book
bags, wallets, or purses left unattended in the Library or Student Union Building are easy prey.
Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badham, Director of Security Services

"That cover was
great—they could
have replaced it
with a naked Cindy
Crawford. Overall,
the nudity appealed
to our campus!"
—Joe Kim

"It is a girly man excuse for a girly
man album cover!"
—Hans & Franz
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Study," a talk with Prof. Wade Hands, on Tues., May 3, at 4:00 p.m. in SUB 201.
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CMN from page 1
"I'm pulled on the political
scene by ASUPS to...fix the
situation as best I can. [The
cover] was not meant to be derogatory to anyone," said Best.
He emphasized that CMN's
goal was just to get the CD out.
"The cover is just a
cover...we didn't put serious
effort into [it]. It's the music
that counts. If we offended anybody—that was not the
intent...we apologize," Best
said in an interview after the
meeting.
The most vocal CMN members present at the meeting expressed confusion about why
supporters of the letter were
offended by the cover.

"I think it's a waste of time,"
said Mike Stewart, bassist for
Sayra Runs the Weasel, refering
to the cover makeover. "Why is
it sexist?"
Another CMN band member
lamented that "any picture of a
woman would be sexist."
Bohn later emphasized that
her intention was not censorship. As stated in the letter, her
hope is that CMN will consider
the message they "would like to
send the next time there is a
need to make a CD cover."
Bohn also noted that an open
forum is tentatively planned for
May 5 at 12:00 p.m. Details
will be published as they become finalized.

KOHUT SPECIAL
(LIMITED TIME OFFER)

$55611

GREENS from page 1
think in the long term and gave
several suggestions on how to
institutionalize long-term thinking.
He said, "The concern with
the environment and the long
term effects assumes a certain
level of affluence." Starving
people or people in war must
focus on the short term.
Beginning with the question
of how the necessary changes
can be made, Robinson said we
need a charismatic leader. He
said our mechanism of government is obsolete, the constitution is archaic and we need fundamental change. By the final
hours of the conference the panelists had given up on capitalism as a viable economic system for the future.
Dr. Nugent quoted Einstein,
"The problem cannot be dealt

with using the same thinking
that created it."
Only Piel lacked the intellectual cynicism of his fellow
speakers. He often seemed uncomfortable with their views.
"We have to stop thinking
it's technology that has made
the world the way it is. It is how
we use the technology and we
used it selfishly. It has to do
with human behavior, not institutions," said Picl.
The consensus of the conference seemed to be that ending
the unequal distribution of
wealth is the key to solving the
environmental and population
problems of the world.
The conference was headed
by Leonard Holden and sponsored by the City of Tacoma
Human Rights Commission.
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One of these high-speed, high-performance
machines can be yours for low monthly payments.
The other one is just here for looks.

NAT Macintosh 6101/601/160 with an Apple" Color
Mar 14"Display an Apple Extended Keyboarrl 11 and mauve

LarnborOnn ThabloIT with letaber Interior mot wheelc
and a real t.. really nwIly fissi envie

Right now, when you qualify for the Apple Computer Loan, you could pay as little
as $33' a month for a Power Macintosh'. It's one of the
fastest, most powerful personal computers ever. Which

analysis, simulations, video editing and much more. Without wasting time. If you'd
like further information on Power Macintosh, visit

Power Macintosh for $33 a month.

means you'll have the ability to run high-performance programs like statistical

. irt
te

your Apple Campus Reseller. You're App

sure to find a dream machine that's well within your budget

For more information contact the
Bookstore • 756-3606
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Softball clings
to second
place in
district after
sweep by
P.L.U.
Pitcher Heather Paulsen struck
out the first three Pacific Lutheran
University batters she faced on
Wednesday afternoon, but the
Lutes still swept a doubleheader
from the Loggers yesterday at
Peck Field.
Paulsen retired the first four Lute
batters, but allowed four runs in
the fourth inning as the Puget
Sound softball team lost the first
game of yesterday's twin bill 114. The Loggers grabbed the early
lead in the third inning as P.L.U.
walked in Candace Hedum with
the bases loaded.
The Loggers could have caused
more damage in that inning, but
Margaret Sanders grounded into
a double play to strand two runners and end the inning.
The Lutes then took over in the
top of the fourth inning as Paulsen
surrendered a single, a double
and a triple and walked three batters. All four runs P.L.U. scored
in the inning were earned by
Paulsen.
Pacific Lutheran went on a scoring spree in the top of the seventh
inning, scoring six runs on five
hits and two Logger errors. The
Loggers managed to score two
runs in the bottom of the inning,
but it wasn't enough as the Lutes
held on for the 11-4 victory.
The second game was closer,
but the Lutes scored once in the
second inning and twice in the
fifth inning. Puget Sound threatened in the bottom of the fifth
inning but stranded three runners
and failed to score with the winning run at the plate. P.L.U. won
the game 3-1.
The two losses ended the Loggers' district season with an 8-8
overall record, second as of
Wednesday afternoon in the
NAIA District] standings. Puget
Sound is battling Simon Fraser
and Central Washington for the
final two playoff positions in the
district tournament.
The Loggers arc currently tied
for second place in the district
with the Wildcats. The district's
top three teams will advance to
the postseason district tournament.
In preparation for the district
tournament, the Loggers will take
on three NCAA schools in the
next week. Puget Sound will host

Portland State University on Friday at 1 p.m. and the University
of Oregon on Sunday at 2 p.m.
The Loggers will then travel to
Seattle on Tuesday, May 3 to
take on the University of Washington.
The NAIA District 1 playoffs
will take place next weekend, May
6 and 7, at Pacific Lutheran University. Game times will be announced.

Tennis Teams
Eye District
Championships
After a slow start to the 1994
season because of assorted illnesses and injuries, the Puget
Sound tennis teams have regained
their winning ways as the NAIA
District I championships approach. The women's squad lost
to the University of Washington
on April 18 but defeated Whitman
College eight matches to one on
April 17. They also beat Seattle
University 7-2 last Wednesday.
Lisa Wong won her singles match
and combined with Rachel Owens
to win in doubles competition.
Owens also won her singles
match, as did Heather Seeley,
Jolene Jang and Nikki Powers.
Seeley and Powers won their
doubles match against the Chieftains also.
The men's team was blanked
by Pacific Lutheran on April 20,
but rebounded to shut out Pacific
University and beat Portland State
8-1 on Saturday. Singles victories came from Brent Chin, David
Ichikawa, Jason Ritchie, Scott
Twito, Jason Hayes, Jarred
Leising and Chad Eslinger.
The women's victory improved
their record to 8-7 on the season.
The men improved to 10-5 as the
district playoffs on May 5-8 in
Ellensburg get closer.

Track and
Field Faces
Last Chance to
Qualify for
Districts
The women's track and field
team placed second overall at
Central Washington University's
Spike Arlt Quadrangular Meet last
weekend thanks to several first
place finishes. Adia Brown won
the 100 meters in a time of 12.1
seconds. Danita EricksonParkhurst won the 400 and 800,
Emily Kellman was tops in the
1500 and 3000, and Valerie Chan

NAIA District 1
Fastpitch Softball Standings

Pacific Lutheran
Puget Sound
Central Washington
Simon Fraser
Western Washington

W-L
10-1
8-8
6-6
5-6
2-10

won the 3000 racewalk. The
Logger's 400 relay team comprised of Andee Anderson, Jan
Steensland, Adia Brown, and
Rhoda Andrews took first place
overall with a finish of 48.3 seconds. The team qualified for the
NAIA National Meet with their
top finish.
The Loggers placed third in the
men's competition with first place
finishes coming from Kirby
Leufroy in the 800 and 1500, Mau
Ellis in the 3000 and Rob
Bradberry in the high jump, clearing the final height of 6 feet, 6
inches.
Puget Sound's last opportunity
for district qualifying will come
this weekend at the Tacoma
Dodge Invitational at Lincoln
Bowl in Tacoma. The throwing
events will occur at Baker Stadium as will the steeplechase competition.

Baseball Hosts
Central
Washington in
District Games
The Puget Sound baseball team
had a rough week with losses to
Pacific Lutheran and two losses
Lewis-Clark State. Sunday's
game against the Warriors was
rained out with no makeup game
scheduled. The Loggers fell to 29 in the District I standings and 722 overall.
The Loggers lost the first game
8-3 on Friday to LC State, the
NAIA's top team, and the second
6-4 on Saturday. On Tuesday afternoon the Loggers were swept
by the National Baseball Institute
of Canada, 5-0 and 4-0.

Golf Heads
North For
Simon Fraser
Invite
The Puget Sound golf team will
head to Canada this Thursday and
Friday for the Simon Fraser Invitational after an eighth place finish at the Western Washington
University Invitational last weekend. Dave Cadwell led the Loggers, shooting a 154 on 36 holes.
Brian Frei shot a 159 and A.P.
Parks hit for 163.
The Simon Fraser Invitational
will include teams from Simon
Fraser, Western Washington and
St. Martin's College as well as
Puget Sound, and will take place
at the Peace Portal in both the
United States and Canada.
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Upcoming
Home Events
Softball —
Friday, 2 p.m. at Peck Field vs. Portland State
Sunday, 1 p.m. at Peck Field vs. U. of Oregon

Baseball—
Saturday, 1 p.m. at Burns Field vs. Central Washington

Crew—
Saturday, All day Cascade Sprints at American
Lake

NAIA District 1
Baseball Standings

Pct. Overall
.909 29-16
.500 19-17
.500
6-10
.455
.167

April 28, 1994
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Lewis-Clark State
Pacific Lutheran
Central Washington
Whitworth
Whitman
Puget Sound

W-L
9-1
9-3
4-4
6-8
4-9
2-9

Pct. Overall
.900 37-12-1
.750 20-10
.500 12-18
.429
8-23
.308
9-19
.182
7-22
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Spend Your $ IN Europe. Not Getting There
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Kirby Leufroy
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Track and field
The J.D. Shotwell
Track meet was a great
place for Kirby Leufroy
to show off his skills and
he took full advantage of
the opportunity with first
place finishes in the 1500
meters and 800 meters
for the Loggers. He finished the 1500 in 3:54.98,
while his 800 time was
1:54.18. The senior from
Henry Foss High School
in Tacoma is a communications major and the
Puget Sound record
holder in the 800.
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You should be spending your vacation dollars on the good stuff !
AIRHITCH® has helped thousands of students "experience" the
wonders of Europe over the last 10 years.
AIRHITCH® is the source for student travelers.

Call 800-397-1098
for your FREE program description
Rprnmmendefi by I erc Pin Consumer Renorts The Washingto n Post.
-

Rollin° Stone..

Treat yourself to a
Pu et Sound Summer,
Nothing beats summertime in Puget Sound country. The weather is mild and sunny; the
scenery is spectacular; the pace slows down and people take time to relax and rejuvenate.
Summer Session at the University of Puget Sound is unbeatable for many of the same reasons.
The classes are smaller and more relaxed; the campus is gorgeous; parking is free and unrestricted—in short, the hectic pace of the Fall and Spring Terms is lessened.
The hallmark of Summer Session is the format of classes. Instead of taking four courses over
16 weeks, students take one or two classes over six weeks. Students often discover they prefer to
concentrate on fewer courses over a shorter period of time—a learning mode not available to
them in the Fall and Spring Terms.
The Puget Sound Summer Session gives you the opportunity to stay on track for graduation
by offering you a full complement of core courses as well as courses in particular majors.

"AN ENTERTAINMENT
THAT LIFTS THE
AUDIENCE RIGHT OUTJUGGERNAUT
OF ITS SEATS:'

"AWESOME! TOMMY IS A THRILLING

EXPERIENCE —

TRANSCENDENT

RIVETING AND FASCINATING
AND ALL-CONQUERING!'

Summer Session 1994 features
Courses in most departments.
Courses in key Core areas.
Prerequisite courses for classes offered next year.
Outstanding Puget Sound faculty.
Twenty-five percent tuition reduction.
Work-study preference given to Summer Session students
Tuition is charged on a per-unit basis in the Summer Session. For Summer 1994, tuition is
$1430 for one unit, $2860 for two units, and $3575 for two or three units. A unit is equivalent
to six quarter hours or four semester hours of credit. Students registering for two or more
academic units may enroll in an activity class without charge.

Admission

A NEW MUSICAL
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY PETE TOWNSHEND
BOOK BY PETE TOWNSHEND & DES McANUFF

Students who are not matriculated at the University in a degree-granting program may nonetheless register for Summer Session classes.

Registration
Students may register in advance by mail or up until the first day of any class. Registration for
Summer Session opens April 11, 1994.
Summer Bulletins with complete course
information will be mailed to all
students early in Spring Term, 1994.

The University of
et Sound

May 19 - 28 Paramount Theatre

KXRX PREVIEW NIGHT SPECIAL
$9.65 off Ticket Price
Thursday 5/19 5:00 PM Show
select seats in advance
A.asnsrot taw zgugdwrs

/206/ 62000811

PRODUcED BY DAN BEANECISIPACE 'EHEATRICAI FOR SILA
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Coen Bros, strike again...

`Hudsucker Proxy'
defies all norms
By Todd Starkweather
Staff Writer

Most films can be easily classified under some sort of generic
heading. There are the action flicks, dramas, romances, comedies, etc. Producers, directors and writers create these types of
films because they are generally safe to make. The plot and
direction are crafted to fit the norms the audience has been trained
to expect. Unfortunately, this copycat production of films usually
turns out products that aren't worth the price of admission.
At least there remain a few experimental filmmakers who dare
to break the norms of modern film making. The Coen Brothers
are among the most experimental and daring of this rare breed. I
find it impossible to categorize a Coen film under any of the
simple generic headings; in fact, the only way to classify a Coen
Brothers' film is to call it a Coen Brothers' film.
The Cocns, directorJoel and producer Ethan, defy the norms of
filmmaking every chance they get. Their repertoire includes
Barton Fink, Miller' s Crossing
and Raising Arizona. All three

of these movies are masterfully
crafted works of art.
Their latest work, The
Hudsucker Proxy, delivers the
same wackiness and absurdity
that their previous works contained. A cast of eccentric characters, spectacular visuals and
sharp witty lines flood the screen
of The Hudsucker Proxy.
If any discrepancy exists between The Proxy and past Coen
Brothers' films it would have to
be the presence of big name
movie stars Tim Robbins, Jennifer Jason-Leigh and Paul
Newman. But instead of allowing these stars to take over the
movie with their personalities,
the film takes over the personalities of these actors and makes
them all perform new and eccentric roles.
The movie starts off with Waring Hudsucker, the president,
owner and chairman of the board of Hudsucker industries,
throwing himself off of the forty-fourth floor of the Hudsucker
building (not counting the mezzanine). Paul Newman as Sidney
Mussburger, Hudsucker's right hand man, decides that in order
to force Hudsucker stock down low enough to allow the board to
purchase a controlling share, they need to appoint some proxy
who they can really push around as president.
Newman promotes Tim Robbins, playing the incredibly naive
but lovable Norville Barnes, from the mail room to the president's
office. With bumbling Robbins at the helm of the gigantic
Hudsucker firm, the stock begins to plummet, worrying investors
and delighting the board.
Robbins, however, does have one bright idea in the back of his
small brain. He invents the Hula-Hoop. His invention, which
Newman is certain will flop, becomes the national craze and
drives Hudsucker stock to record levels. After his instant
success, Barnes gets wrapped up in his own ego-mania and lets
control of Hudsucker slowly slip away.
The only person who attempts to warn Robbins of his troubles
is Jason-Leigh, who plays fast talking, face slapping news
reporter Ann Archer. Jason-Leigh tricks Robbins into hiring her
as a secretary so she can get the scoop of the new Hudsucker
president. Even though her first article rips Robbins apart for his
imbecility, Jason-Leigh slowly falls in love with this naive
goofball.
Besides the three stars, Robbins, Newman and Jason-Leigh, the
movie contains a bevy of eccentric characters who play one
memorable bit and then make their exit, like the two cabbies in
the diner, the boss in the mail room, Newman's secretary and the
disgruntled stock holders to name just a few.
The success of The Proxy relies just as much on these eccentric
bit-part characters as it does on the movie's stars. A Coen
Brothers' film wouldn't be a Coen Brothers' film without at least
a dozen wacked-out characters.
Even if there were absolutely no characters in The Proxy it
would still be an interesting film to watch just for the pure visual
aspect. Everything is overdone and glossed to fantastical proportions. The boardrooms and offices astound with their disproportionate decoration, and when was the last time anyone could
make a boardroom or an office astounding? Except for the Coen
Brothers, I don't know of anyone else.
If I tried to classify The Proxy under some generic heading, I
would have to say the it comes closer to a comedy than anything
else. This movie is a pure riot. Yet its humor does not come across
as blatantly or as predicably as most comedies. The humor of it
lies in the absurdity of the film and the situations it creates. The
Proxy works on too many different levels and breaks too many
traditional norms to be classified as anything but Coen Brothers'
film. It is also too good to be called anything but a classic.

I find it
impossible to
categorize a Coen
film under any of
the simple generic headings; in
fact, the only
way to classify a
Coen Brothers'
film is to call it a
Coen Brothers'
film.
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Loser or not, people like Beck
JBy Sundown Stauffer
Staff Writer
Beck Hansen had a really weird
rise to fame. He had a 10" single
out on the L.A. label Bongload,
and on that single was a hooky
little song that snagged some national exposure and landed him a
contract with the record label
DGC. The song was "Loser."
A few months ago, Marco
Collins, a DJ on Seattle's successful alternative radio station
107.7 The End, had a buddy in
Los Angeles who sent him the
then unknown10". Collins started
playing it, probably just as an
oddity. The listener response was,
in a word, volcanic. Pretty soon it
got to be The End's most requested song for weeks on end.
Within a short span of time,
Beck's fame evolved from regional attention to full-blown national exposure.
Subsequently, Beck got signed
and released an EP named, with
striking originality, "Loser," and
a while later an album called
"Mellow Gold."
I think Beck's biggest draw is
that he just sounds different.
"Loser" opens with a catchy
acoustic riff played twice, then
slides into a mellow funk beat.
His voice has a strained, kind of
stretched quality to it, like he has
a sore throat but he coated it with
a bottle of Robitussin.
He's real proficient at using
samples and studio effects in his
songs. A creativity comes through
in his music, but he manages to
also keep the ear-candy action
going so as to be successful on the
pop side of things.
Beck takes up one aspect of the
whole rock star prototype in the
guise of an urban music-informed
Bob Dylan. A lot of his stuff leans

towards the acoustic ballad, even
though it is in competition with
the massive exploding avalanches
of screaming noise, he creates by
messing around with loops of
metal machine music feedback and
later-day Skinny Puppy industriousness.
Beck's lyrics are undeniably
Dylanesque (to say nothing of -his
harmonica solos), which coincide
with Dylan's lyrical style from
albums "Highway 61 Revisited"

Beck's biggest draw
is that he just
sounds different.
and "Bringing It All Back Home."
Aside from the influences of
LSD, Dylan borrowed a lot from
19th century poetry, e.g. French
deviants Rimbaud and Verlaine.
That symbolist edge shows up on
a good deal of Beck's stuff too.
It is Beck's lyrics themselves
that are intriguing. I see a lot of
symbolist stuff in them, especially
in the rejection of the organic:The
trees are fake, the air is dead/The
birds are stuffed with poison lead/
And the ground is much too
clean..., which are from "Steal My

Body Home," off Mellow Gold.
You can really sec Rimbaud's
hateful helplessness and a bit of
the old Baudelairian satanism in
the song's next lines: You can keep
yourself intact/But you know you
cannot act/When the devil's your
only friend.

Pretty hopeless sounding, huh?
Beck litters his songs with profanity,deadweightcharacters, toilets,
dildos... practically a catalog of
dark American fetishism. The most
concussive feeling evoked is one

of bleak and terrified betrayal. It
comes through on the last song,
"Black Hole," which makes use of
a classic folk song form; however,
the vocals are al most indistinguishable in the mix.
The lyrics seem to be about comparativel y innocent characters dissolving in irreversible patterns of
entropy and death, all while a calm
voice fronts a sterile veil: Black
hole, black hole...Nothing' s gonna
harm you....

Of course, the strangeness of
Beck's lyrics makes the interpretation debatable. Still, I think at
some points you can decode what
he's saying. Take the following
lines from "Loser:"
Ban all the music with a phony
gas chamberl 'Cuz one' s got a weasel and the other's got a flag!
One' s got a pole shove the other in
the bagIl le hung himself with a
guitar string/Slab of turkey neck
and it's hangin' from a pigeon
wing.

I have no idea how to interpret
most of "Loser," or the rest of
Beck's songs. I don't think his
style is really a secret code; I think
it might be his way of expressing
whatever complex stuff goes
through his head.
Beck doesn't exactly grow on
you. The trippy production tends
to lose its dazzle after repeated
listening and the ever-present nihilism is just too depressing to
enjoy (unless you're into masochistic gothic industrial stuff or
you're some neo-beatnik poseur).
I guess if you fit the slacker type
in "Loser," you could go for the
part about having somebody kill
you. At the end of "Fuckin' With
My Head," a witty song with a
brilliantly satirical style, Beck
screams, "I ain't got no soul! ... I
ain't got no soul!" Well, at least
he's honest.

Curtain Call
A play with everything and more
By Alex Pryor
'RosencrantzanaGuildenstern
are Dead' Director
So this is it—the last play of
the Theatre in the Round season—your LAST CHANCE
to see a play at UPS this
year! If you' ve missed any of
the previous plays, shame on
you, but there's still hope.
'Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
are Dead' has it all! We've
got rape (almost); housewives (okay, so she's the
Queen of Denmark);
Scrabble (well, maybe not
Scrabble, but a lot of stupid
wordplay); insane people
and guns and knives (all right,
a knife, but someone does get
stabbed in the leg repeatedly).
The only other thing you
need to know about this show
is that Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern die in the end.
There, I gave it away, Ha, ha.
So, if you're interested in
laughing at two guys waiting
around to die, come see
'Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
areDead' April20 at 8pm and
April 30 at 2 and 8pm in the
Inside Theatre.
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Murray's talent exposed in 'Orphans'
❑ 13y Katharine Dvorak
A&E Editor
Only the glow from the TV illuminates the stage. A tall, thin figure
quickly darts from the couch, replaces an empty jar of Helman's
mayonnaise on the table and runs out of view.
The set is light now and an ominous tough-looking guy clad in red
checkered flannel and jeans enters the room.
"Philip! Where are you? I'm in no mood for hide and seek games,
Philip!" he yells.
Philip cautiously reappears.
Such was the opening scene of Leslie Murray's senior directed play,
Lyle Kessler's drama "Orphans," performed at the Inside Theatre last
weekend. The tough-looking guy who was in no mood for hide and seek
was not referring to the production, for talent wasn't hidden in Murray's
show. Not only did "Orphans" represent a great achievement for
Murray, but also a triumphant display of the talent present on campus.
Murray has certainly concluded her four years of college theatrical
experience with an explosive effort. Fifth in the series of senior directed
plays, "Orphans" also served as Murray's senior thesis, for which she
presented a discussion about the play at the conclusion of the last dress
rehearsal.
With "Orphans," Murray revealed directorial talent. However, it is
hard to pinpoint just which facet of her work is most impressive.
One could argue that the success of the playhinged on her attention to
the production as an entire entity. Murray looked wide, not narrow, and
created an experience for her audience, not just a "good play."
Murray developed a mood and atmosphere around her play that was
rough and violent. A barely lit stage revealed the living room of a trashed
apartment. A dirty, matted carpet littered with used silverware, empty
beer cans and dirty laundry covered the floor. A table in front of a grimy
window, two chairs kept from falling apart by silver duct tape and a TV
ornamented with Saran Wrap and beer cans also decorated the set.
Loud, imposing rap music strategically interspersed throughout the
play, added to the violent mood.
One could also argue that the success of "Orphans" had to do with the
near flawless performance of the actors. Working with an all male cast
of three, Murray described the play as a piece "about men and guns." The
three actprs did not hide their talents; they flaunted them.
As the two orphans living alone and stealing their sustenance from the
streets, Treat, played by Colby Lars Dahlstrom, and Philip, played by
Jesse J. Hinds, were excellent. Dahlstrom realistically portrayed the
"dead end kid" who is always "in and out of detention" with such vigor
and determination that he made the audience believe he was Treat. His
facial expressions, the sweat that trickled down his face when held at gun
point and the desperation he portrayed during the bus re-enactment were
all very real. Dahlstrom never released the firm grip he had on the
audience's emotions.
Hinds, as the younger brother just looking for an "encouraging
squeeze," gave a beautiful interpretation of the curious and underesti-
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DEAD END KIDS—Directed by Leslie Murray, Colby Lars Dahlstrom
(Treat) and Jesse J. Hinds (Philip) portrayed two men struggling to
find their place in a violent world in Lyle Kessler's drama'Orphans.'
mated boy of "simple faith." He solicited sympathy and he received it.
The audience couldn't help but fall in love with his awkwardness, his
inability to tie a knot, his innocent trust, his adorable questions and
matching quizzical facial expressions.
Philip claims that he "doesn't know how to behave;" Hinds, on the
other hand, knew exactly how to act as a kid who didn't know how to
behave and should be congratulated for his beautiful performance.
Clayton Tejada portrayed Harold, a savior to "dead end kids," a man
who uses guns and intimidation to help "orphaned" kids survive on the
streets.
Tejada's performance was strong and powerful. He believably portrayed the "father figure" with years of street experience who knows that
all Treat and Philip need is a little encouragement.
Tejada made Harold appear manipulative and conniving. However, he
played Harold as more of a thinking man, a man who hires others to do
his dirty work rather than a man who feels comfortable holding his own
victims at gunpoint.
Murray's production held the audience with gaping mouths and
attentive stares all the way to the end. "Orphans" was a magnificent
effort that proved to be one of the best productions the Inside Theatre has
ever hosted.
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Department of Art

Ceramics 147b 8 247b – Professor Ken Stevens
June 27 – July 29, 1994
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Historical Japanese pottery
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illutsuko
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II
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MANAGE • LEAD • SUCCEED
Build the experience and foundation
for a successful career in business,
government or not-for-profit
organizations through the
Northwest's only
Master of Management Program.
FALL SEMESTER BEGINS AUGUST 29TH
For program and admission information
call (503) 370-6167 or fax (503) 370-3011

In the Willamette Tradition

Mrs. Mutsuko Miki will lead this unique opportunity to learn Japanese ceramics techniques and
the interrelationship between ceramics and Japanese culture. Mrs. Miki is the former first lady
of Japan and the wife of Takeo Miki, who served in the Japanese Diet for 40 years and was
prime minister of Japan in the mid-'70s. Mrs. Miki is well known internationally as a champion of educational issues and of international tolerance. Her work on behalf of international
understanding in Japan and in the countries of the Pacific Rim, as well as her outstanding talent as an artist, makes Mrs. Miki one of the leading Japanese women of her generation.
This seminar, part of an ongoing Japanese/American cultural exchange fostered by the Miki
family and the University, will include hands-on practice of Japanese pottery making, lectures
and slide presentations. The class will end by celebrating the traditional Japanese tea ceremony. Mrs. Miki will be assisted by faculty from the Tokyo National University of Arts and
Music.
To take full advantage of this extraordinary event, enroll in Ceramics 147b or 247b. It is also
possible to have limited participation without enrolling in the course. Contact Stephen
McGlone, University Relations, ext. 3504, for more details.

They're breakable.
They're bulky. They're potentially incriminating. Right?
So let us hang on to
your stuff this summer and
we'll give you 4 months of
storage for the price of 3.
Thank you. Class dismissed.
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ate Newman lives the typical life of an
American teen. She is a Sophomore and
member of the Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority chapter. She plays lacrosse and wants to travel. She

by t

bisexual until I could accept it." After realizing that
despite her sexuality she was still a valuable person, Kate
accepted her bisexuality and decided to let the world
know.
Kate told her friends, first. Why not her family? She
says earnestly, "[My friends] are the people I see everyday
and the people that I always talk to, and the people that
I talk about my feelings with . . . I never really talked
about guys with my parents very much, so I didn't really
see why I would need to tell them about guys and girls."
Kate was fairly confident that her friends would be
accepting, but she admits that she had a small nagging
fear that she would be met with disapproval by a few
select people. "I was worried about some of [my friends]
because when you think you might be gay, or you've had
that thought before, you pick up on when people say
things. They're just random things that could be taken as
anti-gay sentiments, even if whoever said it is not really
thinking it." Kate thought that some people might feel
awkward with the concept for a little while, but hoped

likes Disney movies, country music, eating and boys.
She also likes girls. A lot.
Kate lives the typical life of a bisexual American teen.
Actually, Kate has just recently come out to her friends
and family. The experience has been generally positive,
but coming to the realization that she is bisexual was a
long process for her. However, the relaxed, freckled,
jeans-and-a-flannel-attired brunette has come through
stronger than ever.
In high school, Kate had a good friend, who happened
to be a boy. When her aunt called and asked about her
new boyfriend, she realized that her mom had been
telling everyone that her good buddy was more than a
friend. Kate had to break the news to her mother that her
male friend was gay, and in no way was their relationship
more than platonic. Kate starts laughing.
"You know what's funny
about that? He was my first
kiss and I was his . . . and
"It's not like I woke up one morning and said,
neither of us liked it!"
`You know, I think I'm bi," Kate chuckles. Then
This story foreshadowed
she gets more serious. "I always kind of pushed
recent developments in
the question away..."
Kate's life. Only until last
summer could she finally
answer the question nagging
at the back of her mind.
"It's not like I woke up one morning and said, 'You that they would get used to it.
Kate started off by telling a few friends. Then she got
know, I think I'm bi," she chuckles. Then she gets more
up
in front of her sorority and told them. Happily, she got
serious, "I always kind of pushed the question away
a lot of support from her friends and sorority sisters. Kate
because it took me a long time to figure out that you can
encountered only a few conflicts, but not with anybody
be attracted to women and still be attracted to men. I
who "has any bearing on my life."
would always think, 'Well, am I attracted to this girl? No,
"I know Greeks aresupposed to be sucky about this, but
because I have a crush on this guy.'"
they just weren't," she says.
Working near the University of Washington last sumKate took the reactions from friends at school well.
mer helped hercome to a realization. "Everybody was gay
Because
the Universityof Puget Sound campus is so small,
or bi there, and being from the suburbs where everybody
word
travels
quickly. Some might wonder if she has
wants to beat up the one gay guy from my high school, 1
received any negative feedback from the college commufinally got a picture of real gay people. They can be
nity. She hasn't, but she is still mystified at how quickly
normal, just like everyone else. After that I would let
myself accept [that I was gay)." From that point, it was and efficiently the grapevine operates. "It's weird to hear
about people who know, even when I didn't tell them. But
relatively easy for Kate to decide that she would eventually come out. "I wouldn't allow myself to say I was I know that they know."

Part'
Kate does have one problem with her coming out,
though. Now she has another label. The usually happy
and joking girl has a frown on her face as she stares
intently out the window. "I used to get annoyed at people
going, `Oh, there's Kate. She's a Kappa.'" She lets out a
frustrated sigh. "It just
seems like there's my
"I know Gre
name, and then there's that
about th
gay or bi label that comes
right underneath it, and
then there's that sorority
thing. And then all the important stuff comes ckiwn below
the labels. It really annoys me that I have all these labels
attached to me that are not really indicative of who I am."
Besides her problem with the labels, though, the positive feedback she encountered at school helped warm her
up for telling the family. She had some idea of how her
family would react, but was still scared of what her family
would think. "I didn't think they'd be the kind of parents
who would shun me, but I thought it would take them a
while to get over it." She thought her parents would be
surprised, but gradually get used to the idea. But she was
scared of her older brother's reaction, though.
"About four years ago, we had a discussion about
homosexuality and he was really homophobic. He was
blaming gay people for AIDS, and stuff like that . . . I
didn't know how much he had changed since then."
One night, right before New Year's Eve, Kate decided
to tell them the news. "I said, 'There's something I wanted
to tell you guys ... I'm bisexual. I don't want you to think
that it was some sort of parental error, or an error at all,
because it's not.'" Their reactions? Kate laughs. "My
mom was sitting there stitching, and she just kept on
stitching. That was really unnerving."
Kate gave her parents a book called Now That You Know
for parents of gay children, which she had read and made
notes in. She gave them permission to tell whomever they
wanted to and advised them to find someone to talk to
about it.
After the initial "confession," she did not hear much
from anyone in her family. At first she was afraid they
would never mention it
again. Kate was pretty sure
that if she did not make the
`For each pers
effort to talk about it, then
ust do
no one would say anything.
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ome out, come out,
where ever you are," sings
a student when talking
about coming out of the
closet—acknowledging your
sexuality to yourself and
others. It is not an uncommon sentiment in the rhetoric of the Gay and Lesbian
community, but the singsong phrase is about an issue of immense personal importance for many students,
homosexual or heterosexual.
"

made a note in Now That You Know about this fear.
o's mother reinforced Kate's conjecture when she
ii, "`I read that part. That probably would have
o pened.'" So, Kate talked to her mom about the whole
ng and feels better about it all the time.

are supposed to be sucky
ut they just weren't,"
She told me, 'You're the same person you've always
n, I still love you and I don't think it changes who you
ale's brother, whose reaction she had been a little
•ical about, did not respond much at first. Once he
gotten used to the idea on his own; though, he called
to to reassure her of his feelings about it. "IIIel called
up and said more or less that even though he's always
ught that men should be with women, I'm still his
er, and he loves me."
ate says that this experience has brought her family
er together. "Before this whole thing, the only person
t ever told any of us that they love us is my mom, and
n we Iwouldl tell my mom that we love her and all that
d of stuff." Kate gets a mushy look on her face, and
n says with delight, "My brother told me he loved me,
he's neverdone that without giggling and then hitting
ate says that this is an awkward and growing time in
life, and she's glad that her friends and most of her
ily have helped it go smoothly so far. She has grown
er with her family, and feels that any friends that
w apart from her as a result of their not being able to
k past her sexuality are not much of a loss. Does Kate
e any advice to young people that are homosexual or
ex ual and don't know what to do? She says with a
i ous look on her face, "For each person it's different,
they should just do what they feel is right." By doing
at they feel is right, hopefully those people will have
sitive an experience as Kate's.

s different, but they should
t they feel is right."

'

"The age that people are
when they're here at Puget
Sound is a common age for
people to acknowledge their
sexuality," said Bob
Stremba, Director of the
Counseling Center.
Of course, those struggling with the idea of coming out are faced with
weighty personal decisions,
but what about the rest of
campus? One might wonder: what do I do if my
roommate is gay?
Try to understand what
they are going through.
"The most fundamental
thing the person faces is
acknowledging to themselves that they may be lesbian, gay or bisexual. They
also face anxiety about being honest about that with
their family and friends and
are concerned about rejection," said Stremba.
Stremba suggests that you
try understand that corning out doesn't change who
a person is, they are still
the same person they were
yesterday, you just know
something new about them,
something significant.
"Chances are, in my experience with what I've
heard from folks, is that
when someone comes out to
you it is because they think
that you can handle it and
because they value your
friendship enough to tell
you...if you can't handle it,
maybe that friendship is
not as strong as you thought
it was," said Stremba. "We
encourage people to understand that this demonstrates a lot of trust."
Saying "all you need is to
find a girlfriend/boyfriend," is not helpful, according to Stremba. Another thing you probably
shouldn't say is: "this is
just a phase you're going
through."
However, don't be falsely
accepting, "It becomes
transparently clear that it
is false at some point—I say
that adding that if you can't
accept that a friend is a
lesbian, gay or bisexual, at
least try to understand what
they are going through from
their perspective."
If you are having trouble
accepting a friend's sexuality, or are really concerned
about how you should react, the Counseling Center
is one place to turn to. Another resource for people

Miller said that LGBU can
with questions about sexuality, in general, is the cam- help people dealing with
pus group Understanding coming out because "it's a
supportive environment
Sexuality (US).
US hosts a series of speak- where students can talk to
ers who address different each other about past
sexuality issues, and spon- situations...it's not really a
sor a program each week. support group but rather a
This year they had a pro- support network."
"People need to be open
gram for National Coming
Out Day, featuring a large minded and mature and be
closet in the SUB, and Blue educated so they can be
supportive," said Miller,
Jeans Day, to raise aware
ness of support for homo- "Coming out really
shouldn't really change
sexual rights.
Tuesday US brought an anyone's friendship, not if
guest speaker to campus, they are truly friends."
Here's some final tips on
who discussed what it is
like to come out and be out how to relate to people who
of the closet in the work come out to you gleaned
place. The focus was to from the Counseling Cenhelp students make deci- ter and Understanding
sions and deal with anxiety Sexuality:
about their sexuality as
If someone comes out to
they graduate and move
from therelatively safe col- you, it probably means it's
lege world into the working okay for you to talk to them
world.
about it. II you have quesAt the Counseling Cen- tions ask them, don't pretend
ter there are three profeslike "everything is okay," if it
sional counselors with doc- really isn't
torates and three staff members who are master level
Ilut, after a friend comes
or doctoral interns.
out,
they don't want to talk
"I would say all of us are
sensitive to and friendly about their sexuality all the
toward coming out issues," time—they still have a full
said Stremba of the Coun- range of problems, ideas and
seling Center, "We feel very interests as any student does.
supportive of someone ac
knowledging and becoming
Just because someone
comfortable with their comes out to you, doesn't
sexuality....We would never mean you should start talktry to talk a person out of ing about their sexuality with
being gay, lesbian or other friends, or start rumors.
bisexual....our interest is to
see that people become comComments like "oh, that's
fortable with who they are."
okay,
we'd still be friends
A third option is the Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual even if you were an axe murderer," may seem well meanUnion (LGBU).
"Don Marshall, a counse- ing but would you like to be
lor, and Sheryl Miller at compared to an axe murResidential Programs are derer?
co-advisors of LGBU, a confidential group and place
Different people have diffor students to get support ferent responses. One helpin dealing with coming out. ful response would be to say
By confidential I mean that, to your friend that is coming
to get into the group you
out to you: "Tell me what this
would first talk to Don or
is like for you."
Sheryl, who would make
sure you have a sincere inBe honest.
terest in joining. Though
we've never had it happen,
this is to prevent anyone
from 'crashing' the group,"
said Stremba.

WHO TO SEE ABOUT COMING OUT
Counseling Center: SUB 216, x 3372
Understanding Sexuality: Check Tattler for upcoming
meetings and events
Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual Union (LGBU)
Sheryl Miller, x3317 or Don Marshall, x3372
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28

30

Thursday

Inside Theatre (UPS)
2 & 8 p.m.
See April 29 for more info.

Music-The Harvesters and Guests

Play-Eleemosynary continues...

29

tinues...

1 Sunday

Music-Black Happy, The Undecided
Sponsored by ASUPS Special Events
Memorial Fieldhousc (UPS)
10 p.m.
Tickets $3 for students NOD
Call 756-3419 for more info.

Michael Powers opens with jazz guitar
Sponsored by ASUPS Popular Entertainment
Memorial Fieldhouse (UPS)
8 p.m.
Call 756-3419 for more info.

Concert-The Unversity Band and Wind
Ensemble

Play-Eleemosynary continues...

Senior-directed play series
Directed by Alex Pryor
Inside Theatre (UPS)
8 p.m.
Call 756-3419 for more info.
Whimsical comedy by Lee Blessing
facoma Little Theatre
210 N. I Street
8 p.m.
Call 272-2481 for more info.
Music-Just Plain Bill, The Hundreth
Monkey, Smilin' Jack

Victory Club (21 & over)
2803 6th Ave.-Tacoma
Call 272-8085 for more info.

MO

for\ \CO

KURT RUSSELL VAL KILMER

Saturday

TOMBSTONE

Musical-City of Angels
Tony Award-winning musical
Pantages Theater
901 Broadway-Tacoma
8 p.m.
Call 591-5894 for more info.

Rialto Theater-310 S. 9th-Tacoma
Call 272-6419 for more info.
FREE

Laser Show Schedule

Symphony-Tacoma String Symphony
Conducted by Harry Davidson
Along with Tacoma Junior Symphony
Rialto Theater
310 S. 9th.-Tacoma
7:30 p.m.
Call 627-2792 for more info.

Ballet-Cinderella

Play-Eleemosynary continues...

Tuesday

8 p.m.

See April 29 for more info.

Chorale-The Unveristy Chorale and
Dorian Singers

Music-Sky Cries Mary
King Theater-Seattle
Call Ticketmaster for more info.

Final spring concert
Conducted by Richard Nace
Kilworth Chapel (UPS)
8 p.m.
Call 756-3419 for more info.
FREE

GE

Private sources offer MILLIONS t
in scholarships & grants.

k Start NOW to claim your share P. $
Call:

7

2 p.m.
See April 29 for more info.

3

BLUE MOUSE-The Piano and Clifford.
2611 N. Proctor (fomerly the Bijou)
Call 752-9500 for more info.
Shows $3 and $2 for students w/ID

King Theater-Seattle
Call Ticketmaster for more info.

Produced by BalleTacoma
Pantages Theater
901 Broadway-Tacoma
4 p.m.
Call 272-9631 for more info.

Play-Eleemosynary

Call 565-7000 for more info.
All shows $3.50 for students w/ID

Music-Green Apple Quickstep

Japanese Dance-Toryo Kai

Play-Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are
Dead

AMC-Mighty Ducks 2, Serial Mom,
Thumbellina, Ace Ventura, Chasers,
White Fang II, The Paper, Cops &
Robbersons, P.C.U., No Escape and The
Favor.

Music-Crowded House
Paramount Theater-Seattle
Call Ticketmaster for more info.

Comedy-"Saturday Night Live's" Kevin
Nealon

Conducted by Robert Musser
Kilworth Chapel (UPS)
8 p.m.
FREE

CAMPUS FILMS-Tombstone
7 and 9:30 p.m. on Fri. (April 29th) and Sat.
(30th)
6 and 8:30 p.m. on Sun. (May 1st)
McIntyre 003 (UPS)
$1 with ID, $2 without

Puppets-The Hobbit
J.R.R. Tolkiens's classic
Performed by Theatre Sans Fil
Pantages Theater
901 Broadway-Tacoma
7 p.m.
Call 591-5894 for more info.

8 p.m.
See April 29 for more info.

Friday

Discount Movie Guide

Friday

Play-Eleemosynary continues...
8 p.m.
See April 29 for more info.

Play-Rosencrantzand Guildenstern con-

Art-Senior Art Exhibit
Open through May 15
Kittredge Art Gallery (UPS)
Call 756-3419 for more info.
FREE

Victory Club (21 & over)
2803 6th Ave.-Tacoma
Call 272-8085 for more info.

k

6

Saturday

Music-The Afghan Whigs
Moore Theater-Seattle
Call Ticketmaster for more info.

College money

14,k ProfessiZa-vi ices

Guaranteed

GET YOUR PARENTS
REALLY STEAMED
IN OUR HOT TUB.

7:30 & 9 p.m.
Tuesday Laser Rush
Wednesday Laser Depeche Mode
7:30 & 9 p.m.
Thursday Laser Metallica 7:30 & 9 p.m.
Friday & Saturday Laser Country
7:30 p.m.
Laser Floyd: Dark Side of the Moon
9 p.m.
Laser Metallica
10:30 p.m.
Laser Floyd: The Wall
Midnight
Sunday Laser Zeppelin 7:30 & 9 p.m.
Saturday &Sunday Matinees
Laser Space Odyssey
1&3 p.m.
Laser Sgt. Pepper's
2&4 p.m.

Don't Drag Your Stuff Home!
NEED SUMMER STORAGE?

,,, iv\_.\/,

CALL LINCOLN TODAY,

°-

' CHEAPfr

SMALL SHIPMENT SERVICE
SECURED WAREHOUSE
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS 4/010,1.14

YOU BRING IT IN WE STORE IT!
-MCNISA-

Summer Japanese Study
Intensive 6-wk program at Lewis & Clark
College in Portland, OR July 18-Aug 28.
Earn 12 quarter hrs. Study lang. (all levels)
& culture with Japanese students on theme
"Nature & the Environment" Three-day
wilderness program included. Prior
language study not required.
Oregon/Japan Summer Program
222 SW Columbia, Suite 1750
Portland, OR 97201
Tel. (503) 223-7938 Fax (503) 223-7946

Lincoln Moving & Storage
10807 Pacific Highway S.W.
Tacoma, WA 98499
582-3330

(800)809-8360

Rainday

All shows are located at the Pacific
Science Center at the Seattle Center.
All shows are $6. Tuesdays are $3.
Call 443-2001 for more info.

NN HAT TO
Senior and
Student
Discounts!

Mon - Sat
11 am - 9pm
Sun qpm - 9 pm

Comprehensive test prep
from Steven Klein Co.
for a very
comprehensive test.
The course features eight, 4 hr
classes plus weekly tutorials.

The price—$395. Call now
for a free seminar. 524-4915.

COMMENCEMENT BAY
Bed & Breakfast
3312 N. Union Ave.
752-8175

`Piergeitede
Food

TO CO!

Reateuvreuee

2514 N. Proctor
Tacoma

756-5092

STEVEN KLEIN
LSAT(andGRE)CO.
Classes for the June 13 LSAT April 9, 12 &
13. Classes for the June 4 GRE April 11
P tnOt dawn
sca'e ue'eSS otherwise inthca'

BLACK
HAPPY

Rock Around the Clock

3-

II

••••

4

THE
UNDECIDED1

C

FRIDAY, APRIL 29th, 1994
10:00pm
THE UPS MEMORIAL FIELDHOUSE
Tickets $3.00 UPS Students at Info. Center
$9.00 PLU Students
UPS and PLU I.D. Required
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LStaff Editorial

Exploring the ethics of journalism
I

n an unusual turn of events, the staff at The Trail has found itself embroiled in a
controversy of increasing proportion. While in the throes of lay-out Wednesday night last
week, we selected and printed a photo that, upon publication, generated an incredible campus
uproar.
The picture printed was of "Dissections and Demonstrations," an annual biology department
presentation. The aforementioned picture showed students observing the head of one of the
cadavers. It is a common practice for The Trail to print standing photographs on the front page.
These photos depict events on campus that do not necessarily merit a full-length story, but
represent activities pertinent to student life.
At the time the decision to print was made, the photograph met our requirements for a
standing photo. Aesthetically and educationally speaking, we think the photograph has merit.
however,
Since its publication,
negative campus
response to the photograph prompted
our retraction of the
entire newspaper.
In hindsight, when it comes to
After heated discussion, we, as a
an issue of taste we realize that
staff, see two important elements to
legal ramifications
this issue: first, the
the picture was an inappropriof printing the
photo, and, second,
ate choice for this community.
the debate over a
standard of taste.
Before Friday
morning, members
We understand that many
of the Trail staff
were unaware of the
University's contract to protect the
people found the picture offenidentity of donated
cadavers. As stusive and disrespectful to the
dents of journalism, it is ultimately
our responsibility
to
recognize potenindividual and family.
tially sensitive
situations. Journalists are always
responsibile for
thoroughly considening the possible
consequences of their editorial choices.
Had we been aware of the possible legal violation, the picture would never have run.
In hindsight, when it comes to an issue of taste we realize that the picture was an inappropriate choice for this community. We understand that many people found the picture offensive
and disrespectful to the individual and family. Further, the sarcastic tone of the accompanying
caption was ill-suited to the serious nature of the situation.
Our purpose here is to acknowledge the debate that has arisen and our role in its creation.
Ironically, this debate stimulated a discussion of issues that lie at the heart of journalism and
education. Freedom of choice, responsibility for actions and questions of personal (and
professional) taste are key considerations for educated people.

Question o the Week:

"It becomes movie theater
popcorn!"
— Derek Lane

April 28, 1994

"They use it for mayonaise!"
— Jenny Lau

❑ By Todd Starkweather
Political Columnist
_ast week, with the consultation of his parents, Michael Fay
decided to halt his appeals and prepare himself for the caning he was
sentenced to receive for vandalizing over 50 cars. Ever since his
sentence was announced in
Singapore earlier this year, a national debate has stirred over what
should be the appropriate punishment for certain crimes, both hem
and abroad.
Many Americans, 38 percent according to a Newseck poll, approve
of this punishment. While this percentage of people approving of torture as punishment for a non-violent offense may be disturbing, it is
not surprising. Over the last year
crime has moved into the national
limelight as the central issue that
concerns Americans most. Even
though crime has no reason in real
terms over the last two years, the
perception of America as a lawless
state grew tenfold. So when Michael
Fay spray painted numerous cars
and was subsequently sentenced to
serve four months in prison, pay a
$2,220 fine, and receive six lashes
with a cane on his buttocks, many
Americans who now feel that they
are prisoners in their own home,
applauded the decision.
When Americans look at
Singapore's level of crime and civil
unrest they can't help but feel a
twinge of jealousy. How is it, after
all, that the most economically
robust and technologically advanced country in the world ranks
first in crime among first-world
countries? How can a small citystate on an island in Southeast Asia
have better civil obedience than a
country with the world's largest
military and GNP? As people began to ask themselves these questions, many times the answer came
down to the methods of punishment. If America had punishments
for criminals similar to those in
employed Singapore, we wouldn't
have nearly as much crime as we
do now, people say. We're too soft
on criminals, they also say.
Maybe everyone making these
comments are right. Maybe if
criminals received floggings,
canings, beatings and bodily amputations, the crime in America
would drop drastically and the
streets would be safe to walk at

any time of night. Even if this was
so, what would be the price that we
as a country would have to pay?
We would have to accept the fact
that we as a country condone the
act of torture and beating as an
effective means of punishment.
Once we do this, we must reconcile
ourselves with the fact that once
the institution of the state commits
floggings, canings and beatings as
punishments for crimes, violent or
otherwise, it reduces itself to the
same level of senseless violence
that it wishes to exterminate. The
state becomes no better than the
criminals whom it punishes.
Columnist William Safire wrote
that torture as a punishment for any
crime is immoral and wrong,
whether the country imposing it is
Singapore or the United States.
Once a nation commits itself to
carrying out corporal punishment,
it relinquishes any authority over
justice it might have had and becomes nothing more than a police
state governed by fear.
The consequences of corporal
punishment are too great for any
nation to consider instituting and
employing them. If a person is
wrongly convicted and then undergoes a sentence of flogging or caning, what is their possible recourse.
Even if they do prove to a court of
law that they were initially innocent, the court cannot reverse the
pain and scars that remain for a
lifetime. Just like the death penalty, corporal punishment is permanentand irreversible.lf America
employed corporal punishment,
innocent people would be flogged
and caned by the state institutions.
It would be inevitable. The law of
averages and past experience tells
us that innocent people are convicted wrongly all the time. Yes, the
numbers are low when compared to
the total number of those convicted.
But, nonetheless, corporal punishment would entail beating both the
innocent and the guilty, a proposition no country should be willing to
take.
Fortunately, the majority of Americans, 52 percent, do not favor the
caning of Michael Fay. If corporal
punishment is wrong in America, it
is wrong in Singapore, South Africa, Sudan, Pakistan and any other
country which happens to employ it.
Whether or not an American citizen
is flogged, caned, or beaten in a
foreign country should not be the
debate. The debate should be
whether or not any citizen of any
country should be flogged, caned or
beaten. I am glad that 52 percent of
Americans disapprove of Fay's can ing, I only hope that those people
also oppose the flogging of Asians,
Africans and people inhabiting other
countries. If we abhor corporal punishment in one instance, namely
when the victim is an American, we
must abhor it in all instances.

What happens to all the fat that is
liposuctioned out of people?

"They put it in the fat fryer
in the SUB...I have proof."
— Kelly Jones

"You know that new breast
implant technology...?"
— Cayle Lisenbee
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Letters to the Editor

>C1

Campus Music Network
displays sloppy sexism
To the editor:

l

am writing this letter in regard
to the latest Campus Music Network compact disc. I have enjoyed
most of the songs on the tape, but
have refrained from actually purchasing the CD because of the tasteless cover. There are several reasons why this cover concerns me,
and hopefully, I am not the only
one on campus that is offended.
The actual title of the CD alludes
to a stereotype that educated individuals should not promote. Apparently, education does not necessarily eliminate ignorance, as displayed
in the title choice Sloppy Seconds.
This title, in laymans' terms, describes a woman who has had sexual
intercourse with one man, whose
next lover will not be quite as satisfied. I am initially disgusted with
the allusion to women as objects
used by men solely for sexual gratification. Secondly, the idea that
women exercising the same sexual
prerogatives as men becomes less
valuable is absurd. Men are expected
to have more than one sexual partner, while women are criticized for
similar behavior.

The actual graphics of the cover
are even worse than the title. Displayed is an overweight woman in a
small bikini with a lumpy body and
a bag over her head. Her arms are
outstretched towards the viewer. On
the bag is a recycling symbol. This
picture says to the viewer that the
women are to be used and want to be
used. It is also a commentary on the
"unattractiveness" of obese women.

I am initially disgusted with the allusion to women as
objects used by men
solely for sexual
gratification.

men and women. Both sexes should
be offended.
What I find most interesting about
this picture is the artist. Kayne
Jacobs, served as an active member
in Students Against Sexual Harassment last year at the height of the
debate. Perhaps he did not understand exactly what we were fighting
for. SASH was about equality for
both men and women. This depiction of women mocks his involvement with SASH. I am offended.
Can you be involved with a fight
for equality for the sexes, and still
portray women in this manner?
Please consider the message the
Campus Music Network would like
to send the next time there is a need
to make a CD cover. My name is
followed by individuals who feel
similarly.
Jennifer Bohn,

The subtler message: women should
be prude, thin and without sexual
appetite. Men, on the other hand,
should have unlimited appetitics and
indulge them without regard. The
tradition of sexual shame in women
and sexual pride in the virility of
men is portrayed and perpetuated in
this picture. It is harmful to both

Kate Newman, Cindy S. Esporma, Daly
Barnes, Jennai Norton, David Franzen,
Melinda Riddle, Gretchen Grey, Meghan
Nord, Julie Davidson, Linnea Walters,
Danielle Weintraub, Erin McVickers, Alyse
R. Collins, Valerie Campbell, Kate Prael,
Matthew Bracker, Daniel Washburn, Jim
Capra, Angie Mahoric, Andec Anderson,
Julia Kim, Laura Folkwein, Andrea Cook,
Hilary Douglass, Myriam Rahman, Jenna
Brostrom, Pitcomb Betsy, Joy Bryngelson,
Mino McLean, Jennifer Mills.

Student feels cheated by CD
To the editor:

I

have a few comments to add
to the review of the Campus Music
Network's CD entitled Sloppy Seconds.
First, the name Sloppy Seconds
is already in use. There are two
CD's in the KUPS library with the
same name clearly marked on their
jewel boxes. Apparently, creative
directors Brian Best and Pete
Burness saw no need to strain themselves in order to produce a cover
and title that would be more fitting

for the people who did all the work
making the music.
Second, the back cover photo
owes nothing to Kai Elgethun or
Pete Burness. When I submitted
the photo to Brian Best I attached
not only my name but the name of
Max Ostner, who posed for the
picture. I cannot understand how
there could have been confusion as
to who had provided the image.
I am writing this letter not only
because I got gypped of my name
in the credits, but because
throughout my peripheral in-

volvement with the making of
the CD, I feel I was treated disrespectfully. The entire affair was
half-ass and illustrates to me the
frat-boy mentality that predominates at this school. Maybe in
the future whoever is in charge
of putting people in positions of
responsibility could select individuals who show the ability and
commitment to see creative
projects such as the campus CD
carried out with a little integrity.

HeavyTarter build-up
To the editor:
e as creative as you
dare"— a call to action that sparks
intrigue, suspense, and sheer possibility, and when Professor
Tarter says this, she means it. It's
a courageous thing for a professor
to do I think, considering this call
has led classes all over campus,
under tables and into different
worlds.
So what's the point, you may
ask? First off, why do I mention
this again in light of the article by
Jason Werts (Trail, 4-7), and why
should you even care?
Jason's article was important,
and what he said needs to be said
and said again emphatically until
it is heard. We learned something
from Michele Tarter. She is a
professor who is daring and creative and as Jason said, "There is
no teacher quite like her here. I
use the word teacher in the purest
sense because that is what she
does." It seems that finding a true
teacher is a rarity, and an experience hard to explain to those unfortunate enough to have only
had average "teachers" their
whole life. A we teacher is one
who can facilitate the excitement
of her students, one who can send
the seeds of discovery floating into
a student's mind, and once they
are rooted there, one who can guide
the student on a path that will
confront learning head-on.
If you've never heard Michele
Tarter tell a story— any story—
then you have not seen her teach.
Because that's how she does it.
She has an amazing gift for bringing a story to life. She is excited
and vivid. Through her words,
expressions and thoughts she can
breathe life into a novel's author,
a woman 's diary or a newspaper's
accounts. And in doing this she
shows her students the way. She
excites curiosity, sparks understanding and inherently asks the
students to look for the life, the

story; read between the lines, and
find the spirit of life coursing
through the words. So by inviting us to be as creative as we dare
she is giving us an outlet, as she
has shown, to find the "life".
This is why it should matter to
you. We were lucky enough to
have Michele Tarter here for one
year, but that is as long as we will
get to experience her. Strange,
that in an institution geared to
promoting a higher level of learning we have few and fleeting real
teachers (notice Laura Laffrado,
Beth Kal ikoff and Diana Marreand why are they all women?). I
am frustrated and upset because
those professors who do stay often don't have the courage or the
energy to step off the beaten path
for a moment and discover new
ways of teaching. I am not saying
that all professors should be like
professor Tarter either, but I am
pointing out that we have too
many "generic brand" professors
and not enough of the "real thing".
Everything has its place but I
might suggest (risking spontaneous eye rolling and public cringing) a little diversity. A recent
Trail staff editorial (3-24) suggested the same thing and again,
it needs to be said and said emphatically until somebody hears
us.
So ultimately I hope those of us
who benefited from the creativity and insight of Professors
Tarter might hold on to what she
has taught, and insist that we be
"taught" again, perhaps suggesting new styles to other professors and refusing to be "generic"
ourselves. Finally I would just
like to thank Michele Tarter, for
taking a step off the old beaten
path, for wearing black velvet
and pointy shoes, lining the halls
with artistic impressions, telling
a story, making a dare and for
doing her job.
Lisa Lusero

R. Gail Wick

Director of CMN defends recent attacks on CD
To the editor:
am writing this in response
to the ever-rising controversy
over the CMN compilation disk
entitled Sloppy Seconds. I feel it
is first necessary to explain the
entire process in which the CD
was made.
The CD process began in January. At that time, the bands and I
arranged studio time and all of
the other technical aspects of the
production. There, I asked their
opinions over the proposed title
Sloppy Seconds. There was a
unanimous decision among all
of the bands to go with the title.
At that time, I also asked the
bands to nominate people to create the front and back covers. It
is their CD, therefore, I felt they
should also do the cover. Pete
Burness and Kai Elgethun then
volunteered their services.
After returning from the studio, time was short to put together the artwork. The CD takes
two months to press so it was
necessary to submit the entire
thing by the middle of February.
Two covers were submitted by
Kai and Pete: the one expressed
on the disk covers were drawn
by Kayne Jacobs and another one
that would have been even more
controversial. After choosing
Kayne's cartoon, I ran it by a

number of students and administrators, male and female, and
there was absolutely no problem. The CD was then released
on March 30th.
In reponse to the letters to the
editor of the last "controversial"
Trail, I will simply say this: It
was a very hard decision. I am a
musician and believe in the freedom of expression and the freedom of choice to buy or not buy
CD. I am also an adminstrator of
ASUPS and must act accordingly. The old CD cover was
therefore pulled. ASUPS trying
to save their butts, basically.
I am actually surprised at the
reaction time of the CD. The CD
was released a full three and a
half weeks before the so-called
controversy. It would seem to
me that if there was such a problem, we would have heard a reaction the first week. But acute
planning by those involved with
these allegations just happened
to occur right before Parents'
Weekend. Funny, it seems to me
that this has happened for the
past three years, staging an uprising during Parent's Weekend,
with first Rodney King, Sexual
Harassment, and now the "bad"
CD which some feel should be
banned. If this University claims
to be LIBERAL, why do people
want to ban a CD for its cover?

Isn't that censorship, or am I
mistaken? Quite conservative if
you ask me. And the ironic thing
is, the artist who drew the cover
was an active member of Students Against Sexual Harassment.
Then, after I backed down on
the cover and changed it on last
Wednesday, those protesters
were still not satisfied: the title
has to go too because that is a
"bad" title. In response to that, I
say "Get a life." A title is simply
a title. You can read into any
title. You can read into the title
sexually, as the protesters have
in the letters, or you can read it
as the second compilation of
CMN's bands on a low-budget,
rushed recording that was altogether "sloppy." And also, what
is the real definition of 'sloppy
seconds'? Who is this layman
they refer to? Is it in the dictionary? Is it vulgar? It isn't called
"Fuck You." You can read into
the title as you wish, and that is
the whole point. That is
everyone's freedom. It is not a
title that can be censored by law.
Take any other title. For instance,
you can read into Zieglar's song
"Painted" as nothing, or maybe
you could read it as racial. Too
bad the song is about anti-rape
sentiments, but no one would
know because everybody has

forgotten about the purpose of
the CD: the MUSIC, but instead
are bitching about some stupid
name and some stupid cartoon.
The CD's purpose is for the
music. It is not an art portfolio
where the artwork is what matters, it is the MUSIC. That is
why CMN exists; to bring the
campus the opportunity. to hear
the music of their peers. The
cover is merely a formality as is
the title. It is part of the box that
holds the important part of the
project: the disk. No one would
know, however, not even The

Trail. There has been no review
of the music, just attacks. Considering there have been over
100 people at each of the six
Cellar concerts, 200 each at the
unplugged concert and outdoor
festival, and over 500 at SPANK,
some people must like the music
and that is what matters, not a
piece of paper. The intent of the
cover was not to offend and likewise pulled. The cover was not
also a use of sexism as a part of
advertising. There was never a
single published adertisement
with the cover. Our selling motive you ask? How about a $5
unit price? You can't buy a CD
for that anywhere.
In response to Gail Wick's
classy letter, all I have to say is
1.) I apologize for not crediting

you on the CD, I at no time was
informed by Kai or Pete of her
participation through a note or
any other means. Your name is
on the new cover. 2.) Get a life.
Sloppy Seconds is a title. It is not
a copyright law because because
it is the name of another band
and no, we cannot get sued. I
don't really think you understand
how much work goes into a
project like this. While you sat
on your butt thinking of something to bitch about, we were
busting our butts to produce the
best music we could. That is your
so called "frat-boy" mentality.
In conclusion, I would just
like to thank those who believe
in the cover and the music.
There are a lot of you, and you
by far outnumber the protesters. The goal of the CD was to
produce good music produced
by the campus. If the cover
offended anyone, I apologize,
that was not the intent. The
cover is now gone, and I hope
everybody can be happy with
that and just enjoy the CD.
Don't judge a CD by its cover,
judge it for the music and the
bands who participated. Thank
you to those who have done this.
Brian Best
Director of the Campus Music
Network
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Sexist CD or not, you must think before you censor
❑ By John Tocher
Combat Zone Editor

l

ast week, about thirty signatures were collected in support of a letter to the editor
denouncing the content and
title of the Campus Music
Network's Sloppy Seconds
cover (The letter is reprinted
on page 13 due to the retraction of last week's issue). Before the letter had even gone
to the printers, the CD cover
was recalled by the CMN.
To the people who signed
that letter, as well as anyone
on campus, I'd like to say you
have every right to be furious
about the crassness of both title
and cover art.
But now I am about to do
something that's probably
pretty stupid: criticize the very
movement I support wholeheartedly.
First, let me declare my background so that you, the reader,
have an appropriate filter
through which to view my opinions: I am in a campus band. I
am a seasoned veteran of the
sexual harassment rallies. I
am also editor of the Combat
Zone.
But most importantly, I am a
male. Therefore, quite seriously, my opinions can only
go so far. My struggle for
women's rights is born out of
a desire for justice; for women,
their struggle is born of necessity. They face these issues
every day of their lives
whether they want to or not.
Even with that acknowledgement, I'm still going to make a
case that the recall of the campus music network's CD cover
is a dangerous move because
the freedom to choose was essentially taken out of the hands
of the people responsible for

\!0(4

ide

making the CD. To me, this
amounts to censorship.
Before you begin typing up
your letter to the editor, consider the following hypothetical scenarios, one of which I
have a personal stake in:
1) Let's say that in the first
issue of the '93-'94 Trail, a
satire page debuts (mine) comparing Jones Circle to a swastika and the University to Nazis (9-9-93). A student finds

cover is gone. I'm still kicking
myself for not having objected
to the title of the CD when it
was first presented to me. I
take responsibility for my negligence; it would be hypocritical for me not to.
What frightens me about this
issue is that an impassioned,
unelected group initiated a process that snowballed into the
removal of a piece of art, however questionable, before any-

What frightens me about this issue is that
an impassioned, unelected group initiated
a process that snowballed into the removal of a piece of art...
this tasteless, crass and disrespectful to Jewish people everywhere— a reasonable position. Jones Hall calls ASUPS,
ASUPS calls the Media Board,
the Media Board calls my editor and delivers to him a strong
recommendation that the Zone
(a crude attempt at humor) be
terminated before issue #2, regardless of any possible redeeming social value. It's gone.
2) Let's imagine the Conservative Students Union (I
choose this group solely because of my target audience)
organizes 30 people who have
done plenty of research, have
evaluated the scenario and have
decided that ethnic-based
scholarships are racist. They
bully the administration with
bad press in order to remove a
certain scholarship from the
financial aid office. The administration decides, without
a campus forum, that since the
scholarship is only $250, they
should pull it.
I'd like to say that, personally, I'm ecstatic that the CD
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...the recall of the campus music network's
CD cover is a dangerous move because the
freedom to choose was essentially taken
out of the hands of the people responsible
for making the CD.
tunity to defend it. The administration jumped before anyone could stop and say, "Well,
maybe we should think about
this."
Thank god it was not a big
deal to the musicians to yank
the cover and that it wasn't one
of the songs that got pulled.
In Jennifer Bohn's letter, we
read that 'the CD alludes to a

I'm not saying the letter itself wasn't a necessary step, or
that you shouldn't shake the
tree. On the contrary, escaping
the system is often the best
course of action for beating the
system. If everyone vocally
displayed their distaste for the
CD in a boycott, that's great—
I'd join in, if I hadn't already
bought one. After that, it's left

))

to the CMN to decide to either
change the cover or lose a
chunk of money. That's the
beauty of social movements.
Instead, a recommendation
to axe the cover came down all
the way from the Folks Upstairs and it was fueled by the
potential threat of picketers on
Parents' Weekend. When Brian
Best changed the CD cover, he
knew full well that keeping
the cover could very well mean
the funding death of the CMN.
That this is unacceptable
should be self-evident.
Sadly, however, at the last
CMN meeting, it was clear that
most of the members in
attendence just didn't get it.
No one seemed to sec why
there was such a fuss being
made, and the dogmatic decision to either pull the cover or,
well, pull the cover, left most
of them bitter and unenlightened. As a result, neither side
understands the other any better than before.
So yes, I choose, "You can do
what you want but you can't
have my support" over "I won't
let you." I'm confident that the
letter was not written with the
intent of "We won't let you,"
but somewhere along the way
that's what the sentiment of the
movement became.
It's awfully easy for me say
to Jennifer Bohn that we need
to observe the First Amendment. I'm a white male arguing Martinism over Malcolmism.
But no matter how calm and
rational a case I make for preventing the uncritical censorship of materials that may be
degrading toward women, it
cannot mitigate the fact that a
woman was kidnapped last
week from the Tacoma Mall
parking lot and raped for two
and a half hours.
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one had the chance to debate
the issue. Several people signed
a petition against a form of
expression that they hadn't actually seen. Kaync Jacobs, the
artist, was essentially demonized and deprived of his work
without being given the oppor-

stereotype that educated individuals should not promote.'
No. Educated people should
not promote a lack of critical
thought and the presence of
universally prescribed values.
How can we claim to be educated people and still try to
dictate what someone else can
and can not draw? As tempting
as it is, and no matter how much
we believe we're right, the two
above examples show the danger of censorship: Who is it
that gets to choose?
Turnabout is fair play, you
say. The system screws us, so
now we're going to screw that
system. But if you make that
decision, you need to be prepared to blacklist and ostracize Kayne Jacobs and Brian
Best. You need to be willing to
suspend due process. And you
also need to be prepared to be
censored and robbed of your
rights by the activists du jour.
If we choose this path, how can
we then say we're not guilty of
McCarthyism?
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President's House - Trespass- has suffered prolonged exposure
to toxic fumes.
ers will be shot on sight.
Student Union Building Kilworth Chapel - Best place
on campus for public fornication. Contains a radio station no one
Collins Memorial Library - listens to, a newspaper nobody
Advanced computer programs de- reads, and food that no one can
signed to tell you what the library stomach.
Niwa House - Where faculty
doesn't carry with much more
go to rip on their students.
speed.
Langlow House - House con4-6. Frosh Halls - 'Nuff said.
7-8. University and Smith Hall - sidered most likely to spawn a bad
teen horror flick.
Warning: Scrunchic zone.
Personnel Office - Where
Ceramics Building - Where to
staff members are paid to stand
find the best pot on campus.
Kittredge - Culture and stuff. outside and smoke.
Foreign Language Houses Student Employment - How
The only time they speak a foreign
to get a job wearing a paper hat.
Print Shop - Warning: Staff language is when someone calls.

Racquetball & Tennis
- The 2nd best place to watch
male tenured professors get sweaty
and short for breath. See #3.
Memorial Fieldhouse - Memorial: as in "In memory of the
baseball team."
Baker Stadium - We're not
sure what it's for; no one ever goes
there.
Wallace Pool - Closest thing
to a hot tub on campus. Only it's
not very hot and it's about 25 meters
long.
Warner Gymnasium - Topof-the-line equipment presently
tucked into cozy little cement room
with no ventilation.

OTIPT building - Salmoncolored Army barracks. Need we
say more?
Plant Department- Eighteen
bucks an hour to replace a light
fixture?!?
25-8. More Frosh Residence
Halls - Whoopee. Party central.
Todd Field - Driving range
for campus golfers.
Burns field - Where to go to
get hit by golf balls.
Tennis courts - Great athletic
facilites for the two weeks out of
the year when it's sunny.
Union Ave. Residences - An
excellent place to get drunk and
play in traffic.

Security Services - Don't rely
on any security force that works
out of a Swiss chalet.
Thompson Hall - Where science majors train for the Gollum
Look-a-Like Contest.
Music Building - Does the
word "cacaphony" mean anything
to you?
Jones Hall - Where the University charges you money downstairs, gives half of it back to you
on the main floor, and then asks
you for donations from the top
floor.
McIntyre Hall and Howarth
Hall - We're not really sure which
is which.

Combat Zone How-To Guide for getting
into the CrossCurrents Literary Review:

Aries (Mar. 21-Apr. 19):
There is a comet crossing through yourconstellation,
winds arc swelling, storms are brewing and the skies
are thundering- be a good night for a Snapple. Tonight: Moon senior citizens.

Be on the core staff.
If you absolutely must write poetry, don't make it rhyme.
If you can, throw in lots of drug references.
If you can, use lots of drugs.
Did we mention anything about being on the core staff?
Transsexual themes and papaya references are a plus.
Make as little sense as possible.
Sex.
Use words like `vociferous,' teardrop,' and 'wisp.'
Write entirely in lower-case.
Write about your dead grandmother.
Throw syntax to the wind.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Buy a Quinto ticket tonight, but don't expect to
win. People will be staring at your absurd facial

irregularities all day: laugh it off and then threaten
them over the phone later. Tonight: Talk to people
who aren't there.

Taurus (Apr. 20-May 20):
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
You're feeling ill-mannered, aloof, and ready for a
tasty slice of pumpkin pie. Try loitering around playgrounds to harass children, frighten parents and get
some fresh air. Tonight: Slip into that hockey mask!

If you sell cars, this is your opportunity to eat a
bug. If not, try one anyway. Family members will
forgive you for your sexual transgressions. Tonight: Put something living in the microwave.

An example from the Spring 1994 edition:
"my vociferous dead grandmother"

by kevin von-lederhosen, editor

Gemini (May 21-June 20):
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):
Avoid the computer lab today, as a system error in
your sign is likely. You will be bothered all day
because you can't remember . who played Mr.
Drummond on Differ' nt Strokes. Tonight: Tell your
problems to the Voice Mail lady.
Cancer (June 2I-July 22):
Sorry, but it doesn't look good. You've got about
eight to ten days to live, even with the chemotherapy
treatment. Your hair will be falling out in clumps and
your friends will continent on your conspic uous weight
loss. Tonight: Smoke a fat one.

Avoid baking brownies at 5000 ft altitude, but be
sure to annoy someone named Dan. Dark omens
suggest a bad accident involving laundry and a fat
woman. Tonight: Lance a boil.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Nobody likes you, give it up, go away. Tonight:
Just leave us alone, alright?

Make amends with an old lover who really has no
business asking you questions. Then kick them and
make them feel bad about who they arc. Tonight: Find
out what anti-perspirant tastes like.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Do unto others as they are conniving to do to you.
Hold up a 7-11 and go home to write a haiku about it.
Tonight: Self-administer scalding wounds.
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i shed a wispy teardrop

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Notable swelling will occur in your atxlmnenal

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22):

all i was was six
and my vociferous dead grandmother

region- could be a urinary tract infection or
worse. Sympathy from others should be treated
with a combination of suspicion and paranoia.
Tonight: Bum something.
Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20):

It's high time someone told you about that nose
hair problem you have. Cloud the issue by using
the word "penis" in socially unacceptable contexts. Tonight: Go to Top Foods and buy a cow
tongue.

Attention: As you may know, last week's "Combat Zone" was kidnapped last week by little green men
and returned to campus only hours ago (although to the Zone, it seemed as if only minutes had passed. For
those who missed it last week, here it is again. For those who did see it in its natal state, a couple of alterations
have been made just to keep things fresh.

Pro/Con:The Jones hedge
PRO: Botanical diversity.
PRO: It's extremely succeptible
to a pair of bolt-cutters
PRO: It's more fun to throw
freshmen into.
PRO: It's thorny, stubborn, and
slow to grow: just like UPS.
PRO: Good place to hide after
dying the fountain purple.

CON: Its butt-ugly.
CON: Invisible pedestrians hard
to hose off your car.
CON: Pyracantha berries lack
hallucinogenic properties.
CON: It deprives students of the
campus slip-and-slide.
CON: After nine months, they're
still weaselly looking.

"The Combat Zone" is intended as a satirical work and, as such, has
been set off from the rest of this paper. Resemblences to any person,
place, thing or other entity without satirical intent are strictly
coincidental.

The Trail: rushing headlong toward
oblivion.
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Schedule of Events
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Date

Event

Time

Location

Tuesday, April 26 Lunch Hours Elvis Sighting Contest
to
Thursday, April 28

Around Campus

Friday, April 29

4:00 pm

Volleyball Tournament

lbdd Quad

10:00 pm

Blackhappy
with the Undecided
Tickets Available at the Info
Center $3.00 wi UPS ID.

Fieldhouse

Chariots Judged

Jones Circle

10:15 am

Chariot Race

Junes Circle

11:00 am

Field Events

'Raid Field

1:00 pm

Tug-o.war

lbdd Quad

6:00 pm

Mr. UPS Coot est & Lip Synch
Doors open at 5:30, FREE

Fieldhouse

7:00 pm

Kevin Nealon,
from Saturday Night Live;
$5.00 wi UPS H7)

Fieldhouse

Saturday, April 30 10:00 am

Sunday, May 1

With
The
Undecided
Friday, April 29th, 1994
10:00pm in the Fieldhouse
$3.00 at Info Center I.D. Required

ASUPS Senate Profiles
Cabrelle Abel
Junior Class Senator

Daniel Schalk
Sophomore Class Senator

Cabrelle Abel was just recently elected to the Junior class senator position. She had
prior involvement with ASUPS serving on the elections committee before deciding
to run for office. Her activities around campus have included the position of
Orientation leader, member of Alpha Phi sorority, and members of Finance committee. Cabrelle's strongest wish is to have a voice for the entire campus community in
Senate. She is always available to talk and hopes to help students' concerns reach
ASUPS. Right now, her projects include promoting activities which will benefit all
students. However, she would like to continue redefining junior class identity as
well, through more class dinners and gatherings. Please seek her out and talk to her
about anything and everything to do with ASUPS, she is happy to listen.

Daniel Schalk, a resident of Milwaukee, Wisconsin has been involved in student
government for several years. Serving as a class representative to his high school's
student council, the governance of school clubs, and eventually president of his
senior class, Daniel has accumulated experience that will help him deal with the
challenge that lies ahead. "High school is one thing, but the governing of a
significantly larger student body is another. The size of just my liaisons are larger
than my entire senior class," said Schalk when asked what some of his personal
challenges would be in dealing with college government. "I'm excited about the
challenges that lie ahead, I mean, what an excellent opportunity to learn and do
something positive for the student body." This year marks the start of Daniel's
political career at UPS. Hopefully, he will be able to continue his involvement in
student government here at UPS.
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CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS
10
1

April 29th, 30th & May 1st: FRI & SAT. 7:00 & 9:30pm, SUN. 6:00 & 8:30
Admission is $1.00 with UPS ID, $2.00 without.

